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Main focus of activity: Literacy 
• To write in a journalistic style about the rebuilding of one of the important computers in the 

evolution of computing. 

Links to curriculum aims:   
• Literacy: Write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a 

range of contexts, purposes and audiences. 
 

Activity outline: Discussion and background  
The Harwell Dekatron (WITCH) Computer and the Colossus Code Breaking Computer were both 
significant machines in the evolution of computing as has been evidenced earlier in this resource. Both 
machines have been rebuilt into working original models in the last few years and as such received a 
significant amount of press so there is a lot of press material available on both. As such they present a 
good opportunity to teach ‘journalistic writing’ linking in with the factual information the children will 
already have learnt about how the machines actually worked. Once a machine for the focus has been 
chosen the children should be directed to re-watch the appropriate LGfL videos.  
In terms of the internet material available for both machines for children to carry out internet based 
research tasks there are a number of newspapers which have run articles on either the Colossus or 
Harwell Dekatron which can be searched for. The BBC, Metro, Telegraph and Daily Mail all have archive 
articles available online as well as other websites including the National Museum of Computing. 
Reference to Tony Sale (he rebuilt it) for the Colossus Computer brings up lots of resources. Talk about 
the significance of the machines and why the people involved felt they wanted to rebuild them.  
Suggested Activity: 
Go through the parts of a newspaper article: 

 5Ws, Introduction, Images/Diagrams with captions, Eyewitness and Expert quotes 
Children should then write their own article based on one of the rebuilds. Ensure the children make 
reference not only to how the machines worked, but also to the significance of these machines at the 
time. What came next as a result of them? In the case of the Collosus they should also make reference 
to the effect of its secrecy on its place in history - why was it not known about until relatively recently? 
Why is the man who designed it not better known in terms of the history of computing? 
Once the reports are written the children could use desktop publishing software to produce their article 
so that they can achieve the layout options of a journalistic piece of writing, such as j2e, 2publish, 
Microsoft Publisher or Mac Pages. 
 
Links: 

Colossus Code-Breaking Computer Links: 
 BBC Article with a link to a video: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7094881.stm 
 BBC Article - interviews with people involved in original code-breaking: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-17237494 
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 BBC Article about a diary that helped with restoration of the Colossus: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-19517321 

 
Harwell Dekatron (WITCH) Computer 

 BBC article on Harwell Dekatron including video: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-20395212 
 National Museum of Computing website all about the computer and it’s restoration: 

http://www.tnmoc.org/special-projects/harwell-dekatron-witch 
 Article from Metro good comparison between it and iPhone 5: http://metro.co.uk/2012/11/19/worlds-

oldest-digital-computer-harwell-dekatron-finally-brought-back-to-life-in-reboot-camp-501911/ 
 Daily Mail Article - good comparison between it and the iPad Mini: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2235139/The-2-5ton-calculator-Rebooted-1951-
definitely-wont-fit-pocket.html 

 Article from the Telegraph Newspaper: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/9689825/Worlds-
oldest-original-digital-computer-rebooted.html 
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